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A five-year-old blue tang is practicing introducing herself with her parents, Charlie (voice
of Eugene Levy) and Jenny (voice of Diane Keaton). "Hi, I'm Dory, and I have short-term
remembory loss." They start a game of hide-and-seek with her, but as soon as she starts
counting, she forgets about the game. Seeing the look on her parents' faces, she says, "Did
I forget again?" Jenny tells her not to worry, and she asks what will happen if she forgets
her parents. "Would you ever forget me?" Jenny replies, "We will never forget you, Dory.
And we know you'll never forget us." Weeks later, Dory was swimming in the ocean alone,
asking other fish for help, but since she couldn't remember anything, nobody could help
her. "Just keep swimming, just keep swimming," she sang to herself, and then fell asleep.
Years later, Dory (voice of Ellen DeGeneres) is still lost and unable to remember her family.
She sees a boat cruise by over her head, and a clownfish named Marlin (voice of Albert
Brooks) smacks into her.
After Dory and Marlin rescued his son, Nemo (voice of Hayden Rolence), she stays with
them at the Great Barrier Reef. They all swim up to Mr. Ray (voice of Bob Peterson), who is
leading the class on a field trip. Dory volunteers to go along as an assistant and Mr. Ray
reluctantly agrees. He talks to the class about migration and tells them that it's about
going home. One kid asks Dory where her home is. The word "home" triggers a flash of a
memory in her mind but she quickly loses it. Mr. Ray takes the class to the edge of the reef
and reminds them to be careful of the undertow. Again, the word makes Dory remember
something but she soon gets lost in thought. A school of rays swims by causing the grass
to sway in their wake. The swaying grass entrances Dory who remembers two fish saying
"Watch out, kelpcake," and "You have to stay away from the undertow." She swims near
the rays and gets sucked into the undertow. Dory remembers being pulled away from her
parents and then everything going black.
Mr. Ray finds her lying in the sand and she murmurs "Jewel of Morro Bay, California."
When she wakes up, she realizes that she had a memory, something that had never
happened before. When Marlin arrives, Dory is still excited about the memory although she
can't remember what it was. Nemo repeats what she had said and she has a flood of
memories. She remembers her family and realizes that they're still out in the ocean,
somewhere, with no idea where she is. She sets out for the Jewel of Morro Bay with Marlin
and Nemo following to keep her out of trouble. Marlin has an idea for how to get where
they're going quickly.
Critics’ comments:
While not as visually dazzling as its predecessor, the film is still colorful and immersive; the
script, while predictable, puts an engaging spin on the issues of home and identity.
(Bruce Diones, New Yorker)

Dory's visual palette is such a joy to look at, drawing on the deep blues and greens of the
underwater expanse and ocean-dwelling algae.
(Zach Schonfled, Newsweek)
It's gorgeous. It's lively. It's got terrific performances from a strong voice cast. It's
emotionally affecting without being heavy-handed. (Christy Lemire, ChristyLemie.com)
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